Chamoru Dance

Native dance of the Chamoru people was only vaguely described by early visitors to
the Mariana Islands.
Chamorro cultural dance covers three historical periods: the Ancient Period, the
Spanish Colonial Period, and the Contemporary Period.
The Jesuit annual report for 1669 to 1670 provides a rare description of a women’s
dance. A group of twelve or thirteen women swayed their bodies in place, moving
their hands in a pleasing rhythm. In their right hands they flourished some half-moons
and in their left hands they held little boxes of shells and bells to keep rhythm.
Oral histories of elders who lived in the early 1900s only recall the dances introduced
during the Spanish Colonial Period, such as the Spanish Waltz, called the batsu, and
the so’tis, with timing and footwork like the European Polka.
Spanish influences dwindled as the American Naval Period, which began in 1899,
progressed. Chamorus embraced Big Band music introduced by the navy bands.
https://www.guampedia.com/chamorro-dance/

Chamoru Dance

Francisco “Frank” B. Rabon was awarded the title of “Master of Chamorro Dance” by
the governor of Guam in the early 1990s for his lifetime work of reviving the concept
of native Chamoru dance.
Through his Taotao Tano’ dance group (meaning “people of the land”) he introduced
dances that depicted activities of ancient Chamoru life to re-create ancient Chamoru
dance.
The signature dance of the ancient Chamoru era is called the Bailan Uritao, or “Young
Man’s Dance,” based on historical descriptions of the warrior-training practices of the
uritao – young unmarried men who lived in the men’s house or Guma’ Uritao prior to
marriage.
This usually leads to the next signature dance, the Bailan Lina’la’, or dance of life,
which starts with the women dancers coming through the arched roof formed by the
uritao sticks.
The number of dance groups has proliferated to the extent that native Chamoru dance
in all its historical presentations is now valued and sought out by the tourism industry.
https://www.guampedia.com/chamorro-dance/

